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Societal and Physical Systems Modeling

The fields of water resources and environmental management
span the societal realm in which people interact, as well as
the physical world, which underlies all human activities. Con-
sider, for example, the complex problems that arise when
contamination—apparently caused by the operations of a local
chemical factory—is discovered in an aquifer that is a communi-
ty’s sole source of water. On the societal level, this water pollu-
tion problem includes intense conflict among stakeholders over
who should pay for the cleanup, how the aquifer should be puri-
fied, how to prevent further problems, and which alternative
sources of water should be tapped while the polluted aquifer is
under remediation. On the physical level, investigation into the
origins and spread of the pollution is required, as are plans for
eliminating the pollution and possibly, designs and specifications
for future discharges from the chemical plant. Because of the
encompassing, interdisciplinary nature of virtually all water re-
sources and environmental management problems, practitioners
and researchers must represent a wide spectrum of disciplines,
work together systematically to solve these problems creatively,
and implement solutions that are both equitable and sustainable.

Water resources and environmental researchers are to be com-
mended for their outstanding ingenuity in developing and apply-
ing mathematical models and procedures for tackling both the
societal and physical aspects of problem solving. First, consider
their exemplary contributions to the evolution of mathematical
models for decision making by individuals and social groups,
which fall largely within a domain of study called operations
research or simply OR. Particularly noteworthy advances in the
theory and practice of OR were made in the field of water re-
sources more than four decades ago in the landmark book entitled
Design of Water-Resource Systems �Maas et al. 1962�. Since then,
most successful books on water resources systems analysis—such

as the textbooks of Loucks et al. �1981�, Water Resource Systems
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Planning and Analysis, and Jain and Singh �2003�, Water Re-
sources Systems Planning Management—have contained major
sections on OR methods. Typical mathematical methods covered
in these books, as well as papers in water resources and environ-
mental journals and conference proceedings, include constrained
optimization, network analysis, multiple objective and multiple
criteria decision analysis �see, for instance, Hipel �1992��, game
theory, and probabilistic models. In fact, the theoretical and prac-
tical development of the multiple participant–multiple objective
decision methodologies of conflict analysis �Fraser and Hipel
1984� and the graph model for conflict resolution �Fang et al.
1993� were motivated by the desire to resolve water resources and
environmental conflicts. The graph model will be applied below
to a conflict arising over the contamination of an aquifer.

Throughout its first three decades of development, OR focused
on developing quantitative methods that addressed problems at
the tactical level of decision making and on analyzing specific
components of the overall problem. The discipline of systems
engineering, another exciting field in which decision analysis
models were developed, approaches problems from a more holis-
tic standpoint. It emphasizes the study of an entire system,
not just its components, and attempts to understand phenomena
by adopting an expansionist viewpoint rather than a reductionist
one. In contrast to traditional OR, systems engineering tries
to integrate technology, institutional perspectives, and value
judgments. Moreover, its nature is less analytical and more quali-
tative than OR, making it more applicable to unstructured and
complex problems �see Sage and Rouse’s �1999� Handbook of
Systems Engineering and Management for an in-depth discussion
of systems engineering tools and procedures�. Speaking very
broadly, the fields of OR, water resources, environmental man-
agement, and systems engineering—and even military science
and transportation—that follow the philosophy of scientifically
solving real-world problems in a systematic fashion, are collec-
tively called the system sciences. Recently, Jain and Singh �2003�,
Nandalal and Simonovic �2003�, and Loucks �2004� have written
books that present systems science approaches to addressing com-
plex problems in water resources planning and management.
From a systems engineering perspective that explicitly takes into
account hierarchical multiple objectives, Haimes �2004� provides
a comprehensive methodology for realistically addressing com-
plex risk assessment and management decision problems in water
resources and many other fields.

In addition to contributing to the development of formal mod-
els for societal decision analysis, the fields of water resources and
environmental management have made tremendous strides in de-
vising models to describe the physical, chemical, and biological
aspects of water resources and environmental problems. To
model, for example, the previously mentioned aquifer pollution
problem, water resource and environmental engineers construct a
system of differential equations that can be solved approximately

by using finite-difference or finite-element methods. In a pioneer-
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ing pair of books, Singh �1988, 1989� furnishes a systems frame-
work for tackling a complex spectrum of large-scale hydrologic
engineering systems problems. Around 1970, long memory
models were first proposed in hydrology to explain what is called
the Hurst phenomenon �see Chapters 10 and 11 in Hipel and
McLeod �1994� for an in-depth discussion�. Long memory mod-
els are now extensively used in economics and statistics. More-
over, hydrologists and other environmental scientists are actively
cooperating with meteorologists to develop and use accurate in-
tegrated models of global, regional, and local aspects of climatic
change.

To make formal models widely accessible for practitioners and
researchers, they must be encoded into user-friendly software sys-
tems called decision support systems �DSSs�. Since water and
environmental scientists have always been heavily involved in
creating societal and physical systems models as well as hybrids,
it is not at all surprising that they have also been pioneers in the
construction of DSSs to allow these models to be conveniently
used in practice. The main objectives of this paper are to empha-
size the great import of DSSs in water resources and environmen-
tal management and to explain, using a DSS for conflict
resolution as a specific example, how DSSs can be designed,
built, and implemented. Following an overview of DSSs, some
important developments of their application to water resources
and environmental management are mentioned before putting
DSSs for negotiation into perspective. The main features and de-
sign of GMCR II are then highlighted; by using a groundwater
pollution conflict as a case study, special emphasis is placed on
the accurate and practical elicitation of one key input—the pref-
erences or values of the decision makers in the conflict. As
pointed out in the acknowledgments, this paper constitutes an
expansion of a keynote paper �Hipel et al. 2002� originally pre-
sented at the Third International Conference on Water Resources
and Environment Research held at the Dresden University of
Technology in 2002.

Decision Support Systems

Basic Design

A formal model is a representation of a system within a defined
mathematical framework. A good model captures the key charac-
teristics of the system under study so that the system can be better
understood and better decisions can be made about it. Because the
model is merely an abstract representation of the actual system, it
is always an approximation to and simplification of reality. But
the mathematical analysis of a good model can be very effective
at investigating the properties of the system and forecasting or
simulating system behavior. In a sensitivity analysis, the conse-
quences of changes to one or more parameters of the model are
ascertained by comparing before and after analyses. Hence, sen-
sitivity analyses provide answers to what-if questions about the
system. As mentioned in the previous section, a formal model or
set of models can be used to examine a physical, societal, or
hybrid system.

A DSS is an easy-to-use computer package that encodes mod-
eling and analytical capabilities for one or more formal models.
The DSS permits practitioners and researchers to create, revise,
and analyze a model to support decisions; of course, the model is
only a representation, so the DSS cannot provide exact answers
that indicate how the system will function or what should be done

to improve it. DSS technologies constitute one of the most impor-
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tant components of the field of information technology (IT),
which includes the development and application of computer soft-
ware and hardware. As pointed out by Sage �1991� in his seminal
book Decision Support Systems Engineering, the main compo-
nents of a DSS are a database management system, a model man-
agement system, and a dialog generation and management
system. Fig. 1 depicts the interaction of a user or decision maker
with a DSS that is designed to improve the decision-making pro-
cess. The database management system must handle data both
internal and external to the user’s organization. A collection of
data structures and operations that may be applied to these struc-
tures is required to handle data ranging from quantitative statisti-
cal data, such as water quality measurements, to qualitative
knowledge about a situation, such as how environmentally re-
sponsible a corporation has been in the past.

The management system for models, shown on the right in
Fig. 1, is composed of a set of models that may be employed to
describe common decision situations that confront a user or orga-
nization. This model base may include both societal and physical
systems models from which the user can select. Models of hydro-
logical processes, for example, are usually part of the set of physi-
cal systems models used in addressing water resources problems.
After calibrating the models by using information obtained from
the database or directly from the user, analyses can be carried out,
followed by interpreting results and sensitivity analyses. The dia-
log generation and management system allows the user to
interact with the DSS in a convenient and meaningful manner.
It handles input regarding the user’s needs with respect to the
decision problem under study and furnishes appropriate output to
support decisions. At each stage, the dialog system prompts the
user to choose courses of action from a menu of options that may
be shown as buttons, highlighted textual displays, or icons. Feed-
back to a request from the user is usually immediate, and infor-
mation is often displayed graphically using informative color
combinations.

Expert systems, which originated in artificial, or machine, in-
telligence, another field of IT, can also be incorporated into a
DSS. Two types of knowledge-based expert systems are rule-
based reasoning and case-based reasoning systems. A rule-based
reasoning system could be employed, for instance, to select the

Fig. 1. Main components of a decision support system �adapted from
Sage �1991��
most appropriate set of models to investigate a specific type of
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problem by using the logic of an expert such as an experienced
hydrologist. A case-based reasoning system can use knowledge
gained through the study of similar cases to suggest, for example,
a preliminary conflict model for studying a specific dispute �Ross
et al. 2002�.

Decision Support Systems in Water Resources
and Environmental Planning and Management

It is universally acknowledged that information technologies have
invaded and transformed virtually every discipline and field, often
dramatically. They have certainly made tremendous contributions
to all aspects of the study of water, environmental, and ecological
systems. For instance, enviromatics, short for environmental in-
formatics, refers to the application of IT to environmental prob-
lems. Within enviromatics, environmental information systems are
used to access large databases from different sources, including
geographic information systems, which keep track of detailed
geographic information indexed according to spatial and temporal
coordinates. As shown in Fig. 1, a DSS must contain, in addition
to a database management system, a set of models to transform
data into useful output to support decision making. Accordingly,
an environmental decision support system consists of a database,
called an environmental information system, and models to sup-
port decisions about environmental issues. The model-based man-
agement system should contain both societal and physical
systems models, since most water and environmental problems
involve strategic interactions among stakeholders, as well as the
physical interaction of stakeholders with the environment. In fact,
Hipel and Fang �2005� argue that the world can be envisioned as
composed of a “system of systems” inhabited by multiple partici-
pants or agents interacting with one another according to a rich
range of cooperative and competitive behavior. To appreciate the
great import of the role of multiple participants within and across
different kinds of systems, the world can be classified in terms of
environmental �natural world�, societal �real-life�, intelligent
�artificial-life�, and integrated �mixed-life� systems.

Researchers in water resources and environmental manage-
ment pioneered the development and application of both societal
and physical systems models. It is not surprising, therefore, that
they are also leaders in the construction of DSSs implementing
these models and thereby increasing the accessibility of these
models to practitioners and researchers. Documentation of their
accomplishments has appeared in water resources and environ-
mental journals, conference proceedings, and Web sites. In fact,
the proceedings for the 2002 Dresden International Conference on
Water Resources and Environmental Research, as well as the pre-
ceding conferences in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, in 1993 �Hipel
1994a,b; Hipel and Fang 1994; Hipel et al. 1994�; Kyoto, Japan,
in 1996 �Kyoto University 1996�, and Brisbane, Australia, in
1999 �Proc., Water 99 Joint Congress 1999�, contain a wide va-
riety of research papers on DSSs. Other conference
proceedings—including those edited by Loucks and da Costa
�1991�, Denzer et al. �2000� and Hayes and McKee �2001�—are
also a rich source of information on the development and appli-
cation of DSSs to water and environmental management prob-
lems. All of the hydrologic systems modeling techniques, such as
those presented by Singh �1988, 1989� and by authors of papers
published in the Journal of Hydrologic Engineering and else-
where, can be implemented as DSSs for employment by both
practitioners and researchers. Hydrologists have developed ad-
vanced techniques for hydrological and meteorological forecast-

ing, some of which have been implemented as DSSs �see, for
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example, the special issues of the Journal of Hydrology edited by
Collier and Krzysztofowicz �2000� and Georgakakos and Krzysz-
tofowicz �2001��. In the introductory article of Loucks and da
Costa �1991�, Loucks clearly explains the necessary capabilities
of the three main components of the DSS shown in Fig. 1: it
should be designed to meet a client’s needs; it should function
interactively with the user in a smooth and transparent fashion;
and it should employ graphical and pictorial displays of input
information, available capabilities, and analytical results.

Decision Support Systems for Negotiation

In the aquifer contamination conflict that will be studied later in
detail, parties are in disagreement over how to resolve a situation.
In fact, most water resources and environmental management
problems and projects involve differences of opinion among
stakeholders and decision makers. Therefore, DSSs that can be
employed for systematically investigating negotiations and con-
flict resolution constitute an important class of DSSs for address-
ing societal systems problems.

Many useful DSSs have been developed for use in conflict
resolution and negotiation. A DSS system that can be used for
negotiation purposes is called a negotiation support system. Fol-
lowing the taxonomy put forward by Thiessen and Loucks
�1992�, negotiation support systems can be categorized into two
major divisions: online, or interactive, negotiation systems and
negotiation preparation systems. In an online negotiation system,
parties interact with one another either directly or indirectly by
using computers connected by a local area network or the inter-
net. In contrast, negotiation preparation systems are intended to
assist only one party, which may be a side in the negotiation or a
mediator, in assessing a situation and deciding what position to
take in the next negotiation session or what proposals to make.
Negotiation preparation systems are either expert systems or de-
cision analysis systems. An expert system can suggest negotiating
tactics and principles for particular cases or for specific types of
decision makers.

A decision analysis system is essentially a computerized ver-
sion of one or more formal decision analysis methods, such as the
operations research and systems engineering models mentioned in
the first section. Decision analysis systems can be subdivided into
single-participant and multiple-participant systems. A comparison
of formal decision analysis methods for investigating multiple-
objective, single-participant decision problems is available
�Hobbs and Meier 2000�. Preferred solutions to a decision prob-
lem are determined according to many different criteria by a wide
range of DSSs including Expert Choice �Thomas Saaty, U.S.A.�
and Electre �Bernard Roy and colleagues, France�. In contrast, the
DSS GMCR II is an example of a multiple-participant decision
analysis system.

Application of Negotiation Preparation Systems

A negotiation preparation system is intended to provide advice to
a specific party in a negotiation. Imagine, for example, that a
company accused of polluting an aquifer and an environmental
enforcement agency have agreed to employ some type of nego-
tiation support system during face-to-face negotiations. Each
party, in an attempt to cause the negotiation support system to
produce more favorable results, would probably engage in bluff-
ing and deception regarding intentions and preferences. However,
when a negotiation preparation system is used by a single party

between negotiation sessions, that party will have no reason to be
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untruthful in its assessment of all parties and their positions;
truthfulness obviously produces better advice, and the user is mo-
tivated to honestly put itself in the shoes of other parties to better
represent their stances. This approach to negotiation preparation
may furnish valuable decision advice to the specific party using
the system about positions and responses. In essence, good prepa-
ration means good negotiation.

There are three general application situations in which a DSS
for conflict resolution or a negotiation preparation system can be
employed in practice. In particular, a DSS for conflict resolution
may be used as
• Analysis or simulation tool for a participant in a conflict or a

participant’s agent. For instance, a consultant may use a DSS
for conflict resolution to provide strategic advice to an envi-
ronmental enforcement agency about how it can improve com-
pliance by a manufacturer suspected of secretly dumping toxic
pollutants into a river. Before each round of negotiations, the
enforcement agency can use the DSS to simulate sequences of
bargaining decisions so that it bargains as effectively as pos-
sible. The agency can also employ a DSS for role-playing, in
which some members of its bargaining team play the role of
the manufacturer.

• Analysis tool for a third party. An environmentalist, for ex-
ample, who wishes to understand how conflict can be changed
to produce sustainable practices by industry may wish to ana-
lyze historical pollution disputes to see how this can be ac-
complished by using carrot-and-stick approaches.

• Communication and analysis tool in mediation. Between ne-
gotiating sessions, a mediator or a facilitator may use a DSS
for conflict resolution to decide how he or she can encourage
parties to converge toward an equitable resolution that is stra-
tegically stable. In addition, the system may identify a mutu-
ally beneficial solution not anticipated by the parties.

Decision Support System GMCR II

Graph Model for Conflict Resolution

The DSS GMCR II is a negotiation preparation system that adapts
the graph model for conflict resolution to the modeling and analy-
sis of real-world conflicts in such diverse fields as water re-
sources, international trade, politics, and military science, in
accordance with the outline in the previous subsection. GMCR II
implements the graph model, a mathematical structure for the
efficient, systematic modeling and analysis of strategic conflicts
involving two or more decision makers, each of whom may have
multiple objectives. The theory and practice of this unique,
comprehensive approach to decision analysis is presented in Fang
et al. �1993� and more recent publications �see, for instance,
Kilgour et al. �200l��. Other articles describe key features of
GMCR II �Hipel et al. 1997; Fang et al. 2003a,b� and demonstrate
its application to a variety of water resources conflicts, including
water quality, irrigation, bulk water export, and aquifer contami-
nation disputes.

The graph model for conflict resolution �Fang et al. 1993� is
founded on a rigorous mathematical framework and uses concepts
from graph theory, set theory, and logic. Its design is mathemati-
cally based yet completely nonquantitative in nature. The graph
model can be seen as an expansion and reformulation of conflict
analysis �Fraser and Hipel 1984�, which in turn is an extension of
metagame analysis �Howard 1971�. These approaches to multiple

participant–multiple objective decision analysis can be regarded
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as a branch of game theory that is distinctly different from the
standard approach, which is based on the classical work of von
Neumann and Morgenstern �1953�. For a description of conflict
resolution and game-theoretic techniques with water resources ap-
plications, refer to Hipel �2002�.

Structure of GMCR II

Fang et al. �1993� include in their book a diskette containing
GMCR I, a powerful analysis engine for carrying out stability
analysis of a graph model. This software is accompanied by a
tutorial and a user’s manual �in the appendixes�. GMCR II is the
next-generation DSS implementing the graph model for conflict
resolution and was developed to work within a Windows environ-
ment. Fig. 2 displays the overall design of GMCR II. Through the
user interface, a user can conveniently interact with the system
while he or she iteratively develops a reasonable conflict model,
analyzes it, and interprets the results. Some components of the
input and output data subsystems of GMCR II are illustrated by
using the aquifer contamination application in the next section,
which places special emphasis on eliciting preference informa-
tion. The analysis engine of GMCR II shown in Fig. 2 is an
adaptation of GMCR I. It calculates stability results for a range of
solution concepts �representations of human behavior under con-
flict� for each decision maker, for every state or scenario. Memory
management improvements in GMCR II permit the expeditious
analysis of larger conflict models.

Applying GMCR II to an Aquifer Contamination
Conflict

Background to the Elmira Conflict

Elmira, a town of 7,500 inhabitants, is located in a rich agricul-
tural region of southwestern Ontario, Canada, about 75 km
from three of the Great Lakes—Ontario, Erie, and Huron. Until
1989, Elmira’s municipal water supply was an aquifer underlying
the town. In late 1989, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment
�MoE� discovered that the aquifer was contaminated by N-nitroso

Fig. 2. GMCR II structure
demethylamine �NDMA�, a carcinogen. Blame fell on the pesti-
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cide and rubber products plant of Uniroyal Chemical Ltd.
�Uniroyal�, which was located in Elmira, had a history of envi-
ronmental problems, and was associated with NDMA-producing
processes.

In response to the discovery of contamination, MoE issued a
control order under the Environmental Protection Act of Ontario,
requiring that Uniroyal implement a long-term collection and
treatment system, undertake studies to assess the need for a
cleanup, and carry out any necessary cleanup under Ministry su-
pervision. Uniroyal immediately exercised its right to appeal.
Concurrently, various interest groups formed and attempted to
influence the process through lobbying and other means. The Re-
gional Municipality of Waterloo and the Township of Woolwich
�local government� adopted common positions in the dispute and,
encouraged by MoE, hired independent consultants and procured
extensive legal advice at substantial cost. Negotiations among
MoE, Uniroyal, and local government commenced in mid-1991.
MoE’s goal was to execute its mandate as efficiently as possible;
Uniroyal wanted the control order rescinded or at least modified;
and local government wanted to protect its citizens and its indus-
trial base. This rather typical environmental conflict was studied
by Kilgour et al. �2001�. It is used here to illustrate some of the
main design features and capabilities of GMCR II, especially with
respect to preference information.

Decision Makers and Options

The information required by GMCR II to calibrate a conflict
model is listed under the Input Data Subsystem box located at the
top right of Fig. 2. As the figure shows, the user must identify the
decision makers in the conflict and the options, or available ac-
tions, controlled by each decision maker. GMCR II features a
dialog box for convenient entry of the decision makers and op-
tions, which in the case of this simple model of the Elmira con-
flict in September 1991 produces the left-hand column in Fig. 3.
Below each decision maker in the model is listed the option�s� it
controls, using a notation called option form. Notice that MoE
could modify the control order to make it more acceptable to
Uniroyal �called Modify in Fig. 3�. Uniroyal could choose to
lengthen the appeal process �delay�, accept the current control
order �accept�, or abandon its Elmira factory �abandon�. Local
government could insist that the original control order be applied
�insist�.

The three columns of Y’s and N’s shown in Fig. 3 represent
three possible states of the Elmira conflict model. The letter Y
indicates yes; the option opposite the Y is selected by the decision
maker controlling it. The letter N means no, the option is not

Fig. 3. Evolution of the Elmira conflict from the status quo �State
equilibrium �State 8�
taken. Consider, for example, State 8, shown on the far right in
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Fig. 3 and representing the final cooperative equilibrium of the
dispute. At State 8, MoE modifies the control order; and in coop-
eration with MoE, Uniroyal accepts this modified control order
and moves away from its options of delaying the appeal process
and threatening to abandon its Elmira operations. Local govern-
ment is insisting that the original control order be applied.

Reading from left to right, Fig. 3 portrays the evolution of the
Elmira conflict through three of its possible states—from the sta-
tus quo state to an intermediate noncooperative equilibrium to a
final cooperative equilibrium. The equilibria of a conflict model
are generally not identified until the stability analysis stage; they
are shown here to give an overview of the unfolding of the con-
flict according to the graph model. The arrows in Fig. 3 indicate
the option changes that cause the model to progress from one
state to another. At State 1, Uniroyal is delaying the appeal pro-
cess. Local government moves the model from State 1 to State 5
by insisting that the original control order be applied. Later, MoE
and Uniroyal decide �jointly� to cooperate by invoking option
changes to cause an evolution from State 5 to State 8, an equilib-
rium more preferred by both decision makers. To accomplish this,
MoE agreed to modify the control order to make it more attractive
to Uniroyal, which in turn accepted the modified version.

Scenario Generation and Reduction

Because each option can be selected or not selected, m options
imply a total of 2m mathematically possible states. Typically,
however, many of these combinations do not correspond to real-
istically possible states. An essential part of the modeling process
is to identify combinations that are infeasible, so that they can be
removed from the model. GMCR II prompts the user to specify
infeasibilities in four categories: mutually exclusive options, “at
least one” option, dependent options, and direct specification. The
three options shown for Uniroyal in Fig. 3 are mutually exclusive,
since it makes no sense for Uniroyal to choose more than one of
them at once. Fig. 4 displays the dialog box in which the user has
specified that options 2, 3, and 4 are mutually exclusive. Addi-
tionally, Uniroyal must select at least one of its options; a dialog
box which is not displayed here, called “at least one,” is em-
ployed to enter this restriction.

Another essential step in building a graph model of a conflict,
which also serves to reduce the size of the model, is to coalesce
indistinguishable states into a single state. For instance, in the
Elmira conflict, once Uniroyal abandons its Elmira plant, the
choices of MoE and local government are irrelevant. Accordingly,
all states consistent with Uniroyal abandoning its Elmira plant
should be considered indistinguishable. GMCR II possesses sepa-

the noncooperative equilibrium �State 5� and on to the cooperative
1� to
rate dialog boxes for coalescing indistinguishable states.
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After the model has been simplified by specifying infeasibili-
ties and indistinguishable states, GMCR II can list all feasible and
distinguishable states. For this simple model, the nine feasible
states are shown in Fig. 5. Note that State 9 in fact represents
several indistinguishable states, in which the dash symbol, “—,”
signifies “either Y or N.” In other words, if Uniroyal abandons its
Elmira operation, it does not matter which other options are se-
lected. In Fig. 5, the states are ranked according to the preferences
of MoE, from most preferred on the left to least preferred on the
right. The elicitation of this kind of preference information for
each decision maker is discussed subsequently.

The Elmira model is a good illustration, but it is extremely
small in comparison with the capabilities of GMCR II. Pro-
grammed in C��, with a carefully designed data structure,
GMCR II is purposely constructed to be capable of handling
small, medium, and large models. For instance, a 32-bit
DOUBLEWORD represents a specific selection of options; each
bit equals 1 or 0 to indicate whether the option it represents is
taken or not taken. This design clearly can accommodate up to 32
options, which is more than enough for all real-world applications
considered to date. In fact, the largest model ever analyzed by the
authors contained 20 options, or more than one million math-
ematically possible states, of which about 185,000 remained after
the model was reduced by specifying infeasibilities and indistin-
guishable states.

Fig. 4. Dialog box for the entry of mutually exclusive options in the
Elmira conflict

Fig. 5. State ranking for Mo
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Allowable State Transitions

A state transition is the movement from one state to another. For
example, as shown in Fig. 3, local government can unilaterally
cause the conflict to move from State 1, the status quo situation in
mid-1991, to State 5 by changing its option selection from No to
Yes, i.e., from not insisting on the implementation of the original
control order, to insisting on it.

As a default, GMCR II assumes that all possible unilateral
moves for each decision maker are reversible. However, it may be
more appropriate to model some moves as irreversible. In the
Elmira model, for example, Uniroyal may abandon its Elmira
plant, but if it does so, it irrevocably changes the situation, which
could not be analyzed without a completely new model. It is
therefore reasonable to model Uniroyal’s future possibilities by
specifying that if Uniroyal ever selects its abandon option, it can
never deselect it. In other words, any state transition caused by
Uniroyal changing the status of its abandon option from no to yes
is irreversible. Similarly, in this model, Uniroyal’s move from
delay yes to delay no is irreversible, as is MoE’s move from
modify no to modify yes. Other transitions are considered revers-
ible. Fig. 6 shows the GMCR II dialog box in which the user
indicates irreversible options. A “one way” arrow beside an op-
tion means that changes in the selection of that option are permit-
ted only in the direction of the arrow, which may be from N �not
selected� to Y �selected�, or vice versa. A bidirectional arrow, the
default status, means that there is no restriction on the direction of
change of the option. The user simply double-clicks an arrow to
toggle its type. In this way, GMCR II can construct each decision
maker’s own directed graph specifying all its possible �one-step�
moves, which is a fundamental theoretical construction of the
graph model. Thus, the user provides essential information in the
dialog box shown in Fig. 6.

Preference Elicitation

Relative Preference Information

The greatest obstacle to calibrating a conflict model is eliciting
suitable preference information. In a linear programming prob-
lem, for instance, a linear objective function representing, say,
cost is to be minimized subject to a set of linear equality and
inequality constraints. For this optimization problem to produce

lting from option prioritizing
E resu
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meaningful results, one needs accurate estimates of the param-
eters of the objective function and the constraints; otherwise, the
mathematical problem being solved is not closely linked to the
real-world problem. A distinct advantage of GMCR II is that only
a relative preference ranking of states for each decision maker
is required. Hence, for a given decision maker, the analyst
must specify only whether one state is more preferred than an-
other, less preferred, or equally preferred—there is no require-
ment to estimate the magnitude of this preference. Thus, GMCR
II does not require the user to face the difficult task of obtaining
cardinal preference information, such as utility values. In practice,
the user of GMCR II is asked to enter a ranking of states for each
decision maker, where some states may be equally preferred. The
possibility of preference ties does not hinder stability analyses
even when some preference information is missing. In practice, it
means that one usually starts with a quick-and-dirty model, ana-
lyzes it, and then subsequently refines preferences as more infor-
mation becomes available and as the model is better understood.
GMCR II assumes that each decision maker’s preferences are
ordinal and thus transitive, although the graph model can handle a
broader range of preference types, including intransitivity �Fang
et al. 1993, Ch. 8�.

Moreover, GMCR II provides a flexible set of tools for con-
venient entry of each decision maker’s preference information. In
fact, there are three techniques, each embodied in one or more
dialog boxes. One technique is option weighting, in which

Fig. 6. Dialog box for specifying irreversible options in the Elmira
contaminated aquifer conflict

Fig. 7. Dialog box for option p
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weights are assigned to each option choice, and states are then
ordered in accordance with their total weights. A second method
is option prioritizing, which is based on a set of lexicographic
statements. Subsequent to either option weighting or option pri-
oritizing, one can adjust the ranking of the states manually by
using a process called fine tuning or direct ranking. Alternatively,
the user can simply use direct ranking on its own. Option weight-
ing or option prioritizing is especially recommended for large
models, since these techniques avoid pairwise comparison of
states, which can be extremely cumbersome.

In option weighting, one simply assigns a numerical weight to
each option. Negative weights indicate options that the decision
maker prefers not be chosen. Greater weights �in absolute value�
indicate stronger preferences. A state is defined by a subset of
options; the total weight of a state is the sum of the weights across
those options. Then states are ranked in descending order of total
weight. One should remember that the magnitudes of the weights
are not meaningful; they indicate relative preference only. Most
users find option weighting simpler but less flexible than option
prioritizing, although the importance of this distinction is reduced
if, as recommended, fine tuning �direct ranking� is used to make
final adjustments in the ranking.

Option Prioritizing

Option prioritizing is a preference entry technique that combines
flexibility and efficiency. The specific implementation provided in
GMCR II is described in Fang et al. �2003a�. Fig. 7 demonstrates
the use of option prioritizing to enter MoE’s preference ranking;
the dialog in Fig. 7 causes GMCR II to produce the ranking
shown in Fig. 5. In option prioritizing, states are ordered lexico-
graphically according to the truth or falsity of logical statements
about option selections, which in this case are given on the right
in Fig. 7. More important statements are higher in the list. The
numbers in Fig. 7 refer to specific options �defined on the left�; a
negative number indicates that the option is not chosen. For in-
stance, −4 at the top of the list indicates that MoE most prefers
that Uniroyal not abandon its Elmira plant. Thus, any state with N
opposite Option 4 precedes any state with Y opposite Option 4 in
MoE’s preference ranking. The effect of this specification can be
seen in Fig. 5, where the eight states in which Option 4 is not
chosen are listed to the left of the single state in which Option 4
is selected. Continuing in Fig. 7, the next preference statement
indicates that MoE prefers that Uniroyal select Option 3. This
second statement is used to rank states that are equally preferred

ing entry of MoE’s preferences
rioritiz
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according to the first statement; therefore, among the eight states
with N opposite Option 4, the four with Y opposite Option 3
precede the four with N opposite Option 3. The third-level pref-
erence statement, −2, indicates MoE’s third-level preference that
Uniroyal not delay the appeal process. The fourth-level statement
is similar. MoE’s fifth-level statement, 5 iff −1, means that MoE
prefers that Option 5 be taken �local government insists on the
original control order� if and only if �iff� Option 1 is not taken
�MoE itself does not modify the control order�. This fifth-level
preference statement explains, for instance, why State 7 is more
preferred than State 3 in Fig. 5. After Fig. 7 is entered, no fine-
tuning is required to obtain MoE’s preference ranking, as given in
Fig. 5.

To explain the option prioritizing procedure in general, note
that the user provides a list of preference statements, as illustrated
in Fig. 7. Higher priority statements appear earlier in the list.
Because a state is simply a combination of options �the ones that
are selected�, every preference statement takes a truth value, ei-
ther True �T� or False �F�, at each state. Denoting the list of
statements by ��1 ,�2 , . . . ,�k�, state u1 is preferred to state u2

�u1�u2� if and only if ∃j, 0� j�k, such that

�1�u1� = �1�u2�

�2�u1� = �2�u2�

. .

. .

. .

� j−1�u1� = � j−1�u2�

� j�u1� = T and � j�u2� = F

This ranking procedure can be illustrated as a tree in which the
leaves of the tree produce a ranking of states. But to obtain a
complete ranking, a simpler procedure is to use a scoring scheme.
Recall that k preference statements have been provided. Then
define the total score assigned to state u, ��u�, to be the sum over
all preference statements of the scores � j�u� of state u on state-
ment � j, 0� j�k, where

� j�u� = �2k−j if � j�u� = T

0 otherwise
�

Then sort the states in descending order of total score. As in
option weighting, the score of state u, ��u�, plays only a tempo-
rary role in determining the ranking of state u: GMCR II uses
only ordinal preference information.

In the analysis of the Elmira model, of course, GMCR II’s
preference elicitation methods were also used to enter state rank-
ings for the other decision makers, Uniroyal and local govern-
ment. The rankings selected �as usual, from most to least
preferred� were �1, 4, 8, 5, 9, 3, 7, 2, 6� for Uniroyal and �7, 3, 5,
1, 8, 6, 4, 2, 9� for local government. Note that no equally pre-
ferred states for any decision maker exist, so that preferences are
strictly ordinal in this model.

A distinct advantage of option prioritizing is that preference
statements are expressed as statements of first-order logic, and the
ordering of states relies on the rules of truth tables. In fact, many
users find that preference statements closely mimic the way they

would verbally express their values.
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Comparison of Option Weighting and Option
Prioritizing

To determine user reaction to the two preference elicitation tech-
niques, option weighting and option prioritizing, the authors con-
ducted a survey. As part of the course requirements for SYDE
533, Conflict Analysis, taught by K.W. Hipel in the Department of
Systems Design Engineering at the University of Waterloo,
groups of fourth-year and master’s level engineering students
used GMCR II to model and analyze real-world conflicts chosen
by the groups and to present their findings in a final report. The
groups were requested to use both preference entry techniques
and to then complete a questionnaire. This survey was conducted
in 1997, 1998, 2000, and 2001.

As shown in Table 1, 53 of the 79 groups prefer option priori-
tizing to option weighting. Comparisons that are based on more
specific criteria indicated that option prioritizing is at least as
good on every criterion except convenience. These users of
GMCR II clearly adapted well to option prioritizing and appreci-
ated its capacity to represent preferences informatively and accu-
rately. Both methods are easy to use in practice before any further
sorting using direct ranking; and they are both recommended,
according to the user’s taste, for state ranking in medium- or
large-sized models.

Analysis and Results

As indicated on the right side of Fig. 2, conflict models developed
within the input data subsystem of GMCR II can be entered into
the analysis engine where an exhaustive stability analysis is ex-
ecuted. Because decision makers behave in many ways under
conditions of conflict, a range of solution concepts or stability
definitions has been defined and implemented within GMCR II.
These definitions describe the patterns of interaction that a deci-
sion maker may expect. If it is not advantageous for a given
decision maker to depart unilaterally from a particular state ac-
cording to a given solution concept, then that state is deemed to
be stable for that decision maker under that solution concept.
GMCR II analyzes each state for stability for each decision maker
according to a rich range of the solution concepts. A state that is
stable for all decision makers constitutes an equilibrium or com-
promise solution.

In the analysis of the Elmira model discussed here, States 5
and 8 �shown in Fig. 3� constitute strong equilibria since they are
calculated by GMCR II to be stable for all decision makers, ac-
cording to all the solution concepts calculated by GMCR II.
However, these two states constitute equilibria calculated in a
solely individual model. As previously explained, MoE and
Uniroyal formed a coalition, which caused the model to move

Table 1. Findings of the Preference Questionnaire Completed by 79
Groups

Criteria
Option

weighting
Option

prioritizing

More preferred method 26 53

More realistic 22 57

More informative 35 44

More convenient to use 42 37

Best for obtaining a preliminary ranking
before using direct ranking

37 42
from State 5 to State 8, in a process called an equilibrium jump
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�Kilgour et al. 2001�. A user can request GMCR II to carry out a
coalition analysis on the equilibria that it has identified to inves-
tigate coalitional stability. In this way, GMCR II alerts the user to
states that are equilibria on an individual but not on a coalitional
basis. In its coalition analysis, GMCR II indicates that the equi-
librium at State 5 is vulnerable to an equilibrium jump to the
equilibrium at State 8.

Detecting potential coalitions and associated equilibrium
jumps constitutes a type of sensitivity analysis. A decision support
system such as GMCR II can expeditiously carry out a wide range
of sensitivity analyses to ascertain how meaningful changes in
model parameters can influence the final results. In conflict reso-
lution, a typical “what if” question is “what” happens to the equi-
libria “if” preferences are altered. With respect to the Elmira
dispute, Uniroyal alone controls the movement to State 9 in which
it abandons its Elmira plant �see Fig. 5�. The risk of closure is a
severe threat to MoE and local government, both of which least
prefer this state. Follow-up sensitivity analyses were executed to
ascertain how possible changes in the order of ranking of State 9
for Uniroyal would affect the final outcome. These analyses con-
firmed that Uniroyal’s ranking is crucial to the final equilibrium.
In particular, if Uniroyal were prepared to abandon its operation
rather than accept a modified control order subject to local gov-
ernment criticism, then the cooperative equilibrium at State 8
disappears—either Uniroyal will abandon its operation or the
conflict will remain deadlocked at the state quo State 1 in Fig. 3.
However, if Uniroyal would accept the original control order in
otherwise favorable circumstances rather than abandon its factory,
then compromise is the best that it can hope for.

Designing Decision Support Systems in Water
Resources

As the world becomes smaller and smaller, environmental prob-
lems grow larger and larger. There is no doubt that DSSs will
have an increasing role in improving decision making relating to
water and environmental problems. Consequently, it is essential
that the societal and physical systems models underlying DSSs be
logically designed and reflect the key characteristics of the real
world. In addition, DSSs must consider the kind of information
that is readily available to calibrate these models. Moreover, these
models can be selected following a shared-vision approach in
which the models of water and environmental systems are built,
reviewed, and tested with all stakeholders. Finally, the chosen
models and associated DSSs can be used to support decisions
within an integrated water resources and environmental manage-
ment framework. Authors such as Andriole �1989�, Sage �1991�,
Loucks and da Costa �1991�, and Adelman �1992� provide sound
advice on what kind of features to include in a DSS.

As GMCR II has progressed through design, development, and
application stages, the authors have learned many valuable les-
sons. Their advice, based on experience with GMCR II, is con-
tained in following points:
• Keep the underlying systems model as simple as possible: Wil-

liam of Occam, a fourteenth-century English monk, proposed
the famous principle now known as Occam’s razor—when
faced with competing explanations, select the simplest. Today,
it is sometimes called the KISS principle—keep it simple, stu-
pid! The idea is that formal systems models should take into
account only the most important features of a problem, so that
the DSS can provide concise and informative explanations,

answers, and advice. In the design of a model, a trade-off
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always occurs between simplicity and transparency on the one
hand and accuracy and complexity on the other. Choose sim-
plicity, unless you have a good reason to do otherwise. In
some fields, such as time series analysis, formal methods, such
as Akaike Information Criterion, can select the most appropri-
ate model to fit to a given data set such that these conflicting
goals are balanced �see Hipel and McLeod �1994�, Section
6.3�.

• Recognize up front that all models are only approximations to
reality. Mathematical models are abstract structures created by
the human brain to assist in understanding reality. They are
not, and can never be, actual systems. Models and the DSSs
that contain them can at best support decision making and
encourage better decisions. There are always some aspects of a
problem that lie outside the model and must be taken into
account using judgment and common sense; in environmental
management, for instance, these aspects may include equity,
fairness, fiscal soundness, and sustainability.

• Use practical applications and real-world experience to guide
the development of systems models and DSSs. The Elmira
model, for example, was developed by the authors in collabo-
ration with a domain expert. The surprise coalition formed by
MoE and Uniroyal �see Fig. 3 and the section on Analysis and
Results� encouraged the authors to carry out subsequent re-
search in coalition analysis �Kilgour et al. 2001� and to incor-
porate a coalition algorithm into GMCR II.

• In societal systems modeling, leave scope for the user’s judg-
ment. Because they deal with human behavior, many users find
societal systems models threatening. Be certain that the user
believes that he or she is in charge of any DSS containing
decision models. GMCR II, for instance, allows the user to
select solution concepts as appropriate to describe his or her
beliefs about particular decision makers.

• Make sure that a systems model can be realistically calibrated.
As noted in the section on preference elicitation, the most
difficult parameter estimation problem with respect to decision
models is determining the preferences or values of each deci-
sion maker in the context of a specific decision problem. For
this reason, the preference elicitation methods described ear-
lier were developed over the years as part of GMCR II.

• Produce analytical results expeditiously. By seeing the strate-
gic consequences of a conflict model, a user gains an enhanced
understanding of the conflict, which may in turn suggest how
the model can be improved or which sensitivity analyses are
most important to execute.
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